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When an athlete has a profile already in the system, but during their registration process they   

somehow circumvent all of the processes in place and create a second profile. As the system       

administrator, you have the ability to combine those records into one. 

Begin by going through the menu to 

get to the combine records feature. 
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Select the Athlete to MOVE. That is the athlete you wish to purge from the system. Double check 

you select the correct athlete, we suggest adding an easy identifiable middle initial, or changing the 

first name. This process is not reversible. 

Select the athlete to KEEP.  This is the athlete profile you want to merge the previous selection with.  

Doing this will migrate paperwork, emergency contact, any forms them have completed, and other 

information. As the message says, it will not combine some general information. 

Selecting an the Athlete to Move: 

Selecting an the Athlete to Keep: 
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After combining you will see the message popup, showing a successful migration. 

You will see duplicate teams once the move has been completed. You can mark one of the entries 

as Inactive in the status dropdown. The other alternative is to remove one of the entries, either      

expand the athlete screen, or scroll to the right in the team box.  The red button will allow you to   

delete one of the teams, so they do not show multiple times on a roster. 

After removing the team, they are listed only on a single team.  They will not show up twice on rosters. 

Once you are certain that you moved your combined your athlete in the correct way, you are able to 

purge the remaining duplicate entry from the Purge list. Please review the help doc on how to      

Permanently Delete an Athlete for more information on clearing the purge list. 

After Combining Steps: 

http://www.athletictrainersystem.com/pdf_files/HowtoDeleteanAthlete.pdf
http://www.athletictrainersystem.com/pdf_files/HowtoDeleteanAthlete.pdf

